Notes: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.10. Robust standard errors clustered at the individual level in parentheses. ' "OLS" refers to the (pooled) ordinary least squares estimator; "FD" refers to the first difference estimator. The FD estimates use the "reg, cluster(ID)" command for the model in first differences. Notes: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.10. Robust standard errors clustered at the individual level in parentheses. "OLS" refers to the (pooled) ordinary least squares estimator; "FD" refers to the first difference estimator. The FD estimates use the "reg, cluster(ID)" command for the model in first differences. Notes: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.10. Robust standard errors clustered at the individual level in parentheses. The FDIV estimates use the "ivreg2, cluster(ID)" command for the model in first differences. The F-statistic is a test of joint significance of the excluded instrumental variables. Under the null hypothesis of the Hansen test, the over-identifying restrictions are valid. Under the null hypothesis of the Hausman test, the instrumented variable is exogenous. † The F-statistic reported in this table is the Kleibergen-Paap rank Wald F statistic, which is valid under heteroscedasticity and arbitrary correlation of the error term. † † Under the null that the error terms in levels ( it) are not serially correlated, ρ from the regression ∆ it = ρ∆ i,t−1 + errorit should not differ significantly from -0.5 (see Wooldridge (2002) , Section 10.6.3).
